Present Progressive - Test 1

A - Put in the correct verb forms.

1) We _______ making sandwiches.
   a) am
   b) are
   c) is

2) I _______ sending a text message.
   a) am
   b) are
   c) is

3) Tom _______ cleaning the shop.
   a) am
   b) are
   c) is

4) They _______ doing an exercise.
   a) am
   b) are
   c) is

5) The teacher _______ checking the homework.
   a) am
   b) are
   c) is

6) My friends _______ watching a new DVD.
   a) am
   b) are
   c) is

7) George _______ wearing a pullover today.
   a) am
   b) are
   c) is

8) Ronny and David _______ running out of the house.
   a) am
   b) are
   c) is

9) My baby brother _______ playing with his toys.
   a) am
   b) are
   c) is

10) Our class _______ visiting a museum.
    a) am
    b) are
    c) is

B - Which answers are correct?

1) Which verbs forms are in the Present Progressive?
   a) infinitive + -ed
   b) infinitive + -ing
   c) infinitive + -s
   d) am + infinitive + -ing
   e) are + infinitive + -ing
   f) is + infinitive + -ing
   g) to be + infinitive + -ing

2) Which verbs forms are correct?
   a) she is puting
   b) she is putting
   c) she is runing
   d) she is running
   e) she is siting
   f) she is sitting

3) Which short/contracted forms are correct?
   a) I’m singing
   b) he’s singing
   c) she’s singing
   d) we’re singing
   e) your singing
   f) you’re singing
   g) their’re singing
4) Which verbs forms are correct?
   a) we are makeing
   b) we are making
   c) we are writeing
   d) we are writing

5) What are typical signal words for the Present Progressive?
   a) Listen!
   b) always
   c) Look!
   d) at the moment
   e) now
   f) often
   g) yesterday

6) Which sentences/questions are in the Present Progressive?
   a) She drives a taxi.
   b) He is 13.
   c) I am watering the flowers.
   d) She isn't helping her mother.
   e) Are you listening to the radio?
   f) We are painting the walls.

C - Form short/contracted forms.

1) we are playing -
2) he is repairing -
3) I am dancing -
4) it is raining -
5) they are asking -
6) you are sleeping -
7) she is wearing -

D - Negate the sentences.

1) The girls are riding their bikes.
2) He is taking out a book.
3) I am washing my hair.
4) The baby is crying.
5) You are listening to music.
6) The dog is running after the cat.
7) She is sitting on the chair.
8) My mum is preparing lunch now.
9) We are carrying buckets.
10) The teacher is opening the window.
**E - Put in the verbs in brackets into the gaps.**

1) Dennis ____________________ comics with Peter at the moment. *(to swap)*
2) Listen! Pete and Joe ____________________. *(to scream)*
3) Timmy ____________________ the picnic basket. *(to pack)*
4) Look! They ____________________ hands. *(to shake)*
5) I ____________________ a bath right now. *(to have)*
6) We ____________________ Stan from school. *(to collect)*
7) Listen! Angela ____________________ home. *(to come)*
8) The cat ____________________ through the window. *(to climb)*
9) Look! The robber ____________________ a bag. *(to steal)*
10) I ____________________ to the pet shop. *(to go)*

**F - Which sentences/questions are correct?**

1) **Which sentence is in the Present Progressive?**
   a) I am reading a comic now.
   b) I reading a comic now.
   c) I ´m reading a comic now.
   d) I'am reading a comic now.

2) **Which sentence is in the Present Progressive?**
   a) He has read a book.
   b) He is going to read a book.
   c) He is reading a book.
   d) He read a book.
   e) He reads a book.

3) **In which sentence is the Present Progressive used correctly?**
   a) Andrew am washing the dishes.
   b) Andrew are washing the dishes.
   c) Andrew is wa shing the dishes.

4) **Which negative sentence is in the Present Progressive?**
   a) Eric does not doing his homework.
   b) Eric is not do his homework.
   c) Eric is not doing his homework.

5) **Which negative sentence is in the Present Progressive?**
   a) We aren't write a test.
   b) We aren't writing a test.
   c) We don't writing a test.

6) **Which question is in the Present Progressive?**
   a) Does he sing in the bathroom?
   b) Is he singing in the bathroom?
   c) Singing he in the bathroom?